Resolution Number 5-198

To the Honorable Iowa County Board of Supervisors:

Whereas the Iowa County Land Records Modernization Plan, as approved by the Wisconsin Land Information Board, has remonumentation and parcel mapping as stated goals to be completed as soon as possible;

Whereas eligibility for grant monies is contingent upon the Modernization Plan being followed;

Whereas it is recognized that section corner coordinates are vital for accuracy in parcel mapping;

Whereas recorded tie sheets and digital orthophotos are now available to assist in parcel mapping;

Whereas Iowa County has a significant investment already made in parcel mapping, which is currently underway;

Whereas Wisconsin Statute 59.45 provides for the County Board to direct the County Surveyor to apply coordinates to corners with recorded tie sheets;

Now Therefore Be It Resolved that the Iowa County Board of Supervisors, Wisconsin do hereby direct the Iowa County Surveyor, as part of his/her duties, to apply coordinates to corners with recorded tie sheets.

Respectfully submitted this 20th day of January 1998 by the undersigned Committee on Information Systems & Land Records:

Lawrence Sommerfeldt

O. Robert Eichorst

LaVerne Clifton

Diane McGuire

Robert Murphy